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2020/21 was a year of devastating 
loss for individuals, families and 
communities the world over.  

For Sage Gateshead the national 
lockdown came a matter of days 
before the start of the review 
year and the next months were 
dominated by finding a way through 
the crisis. Closing our doors meant 
we had to adapt quickly to continue 
to fulfil our mission to serve 
audiences, to serve artists, and to 
serve the North.  

We lost all of our ticketing and 
trading income overnight – 80% 
of our income. Our survival has 
only been possible with major cost 
reduction, including the loss of 40% 
of our team, support from DCMS 
and Arts Council England through 
the Culture Recovery Fund and the 
remarkable generosity of donors 
to our 2020-23 Crisis, Recovery and 
Renaissance fundraising campaign, 
for which we are immensely grateful. 

A Future 
for live 
music in 
the North 
East

Sir Martin Narey, DL,  
Chair

Abigail Pogson,  
Managing Director

virtual, allowing people to join 
singing groups, learn ukulele, or 
drumming with others, from the 
safety of their own home. Our team 
developed a new VirTuition package 
for people who prefer to learn at 
their own pace and we made music 
bags and song packs for Gateshead 
families who could not get online. 

Freelance and emerging artists have 
found the periods of lockdown and 
then roadmap restrictions especially 
challenging, and, while we could 
not solve everything, we put special 
effort into supporting them by 
expanding our Artist Development 
Programme. In addition to 
performance and development 
opportunities through Summer 
Studios, Sage Sessions, and our 
Artist in Residence scheme, we ran 
online Artist Advice and health and 
wellbeing sessions. 

Throughout all of this, our focus has 
been on remaining able to serve 
the people of our region to the very 

The team mobilised quickly and 
we straight away set the priority 
of continuing our work with young 
people and supporting musicians. 
We moved our creative learning 
online and launched our Digital 
Stage - building a live, in-house 
streaming programme from nothing. 
Classical and Contemporary artists 
performing in Sage Live 2020 
reached both local audiences living 
under restrictions and for the first 
time global audiences have been 
able to experience Sage Gateshead.  

We ensured that learning 
opportunities remained accessible 
by moving our Young Musicians’ 
Programme online. We prioritised 
our work with young people with 
special educational needs and/
or disabilities and we put a special 
focus on supporting adoptive and 
foster families to bond through 
music.  

Adults continued to benefit as our 
Make Music programme became 

highest standard. The pandemic 
has given every one of us pause 
for thought and we have sought 
to listen. Through a detailed series 
of conversations, discussions, and 
workshops, we have – and continue 
– to work with our audiences and 
communities to shape what we do: 
to continually increase the value we 
bring to the people of our region. We 
have learnt a lot from what people 
have been kind enough to share with 
us, and we are putting their priorities 
into action.  

The pandemic made 2020/21 
an undoubted year of crisis. Our 
response has been a year of 
adaptation and resilience, always 
putting the people of the North 
first. We are still in recovery and 
we are seeing signs of renaissance. 
Recovery and renaissance depend 
on all of us – everyone who is a 
friend of Sage Gateshead and a 
friend of live music. Thank you for 
your continued support. What we do 
would not be possible without you.

A Future for Live Music in the North
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We would not be 
here without you.

Crisis, 
Recovery & 
Renaissance: 

Royal Northern Sinfonia, 
Sage Live 2020

In this crisis year of 2020/21 we have made it through thanks to two sets of support. First, 
government support through a Culture Recovery Fund grant and a loan - Thank you for 
supporting us in a time of real crisis by being Here for Culture. And, secondly, thank you to 
the many people who have donated through our Crisis, Recovery & Renaissance fundraising 
campaign.

Every contribution made a difference – we were bowled over by the generosity of audiences, 
businesses, members, subscribers and grant makers. Thank you: your generosity will help both our 
charity and live music to recover. Together, we have safeguarded Sage Gateshead and everything 
the charity does: including our orchestra, Royal Northern Sinfonia; our live performances 
programme; our building; our work with young people and communities; our support for musicians; 
and our digital activity.

Public Funding

Trust & Foundations 
Ambache Trust, Austin and Hope Pilkington Charitable 
Trust, Barbour Foundation, Barclays 100x100 UK 
Covid-19 Community Relief Fund, Clore Duffield 
Foundation, Community Foundation Tyne & Wear and 
Northumberland, Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation, 
The D’Oyly Carte Charitable Trust, Esmée Fairbairn 
Foundation, The Garfield Weston Foundation, The 
Hadrian Trust, The John Horseman Trust, Kavli Trust, 
Marchus Trust, National Lottery Community Fund, 
Netherton Park Trust, The Percy Hedley 1990 Charitable 
Trust, Persimmon Building Futures , PRS for Music 
Foundation, Roy and Pixie Baker Charitable Trust, The 
Shears Foundation, Sir James Knott Trust, St Nicholas’ 
Educational Trust, The W A Handley Charitable Trust, 
The Vardy Foundation.

Donors
We also want to sincerely thank our Principal 
Partners, RNS Supporters, Friends of RNS, Sage 
Circle members and Sage Supporters as well as 
all our Sage Gateshead Ambassadors, Champions, 
Promoters, Advocates, Affiliates and Associates.                                                     
Our full list of Donors is available here. 

Platinum Corporate Partners

Gold Corporate Partners

Silver Corporate Partners

Bronze Corporate Partners
Adkins & Cheurfi, Biffa Waste, HIVE, ISIS Property 
Services, Northern Elevator, Pioneer Foodservice,          
Reece Group Ltd, Solution Group, Zerolight

North Music Trust is 
a registered charity 
(No. 1087445).

Henry 
Colbeck

Crisis, Recovery & Renaissance

https://sagegateshead.com/a-future-for-live-music-in-the-north-east/crisis-recovery-and-renaissance-fundraising-campaign/campaign-donor-recognition-board/
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Voices of Virtue, Christmas Cracker

The way in which we served 
audiences changed suddenly and 
then continually through 2020/21. 

One thing that remained constant 
was the high demand for making 
and hearing music. Many people 
told us that music, and culture 
more generally, were important for 
their wellbeing.  

Creating a new digital stage: 
from Gateshead to the world

For 
Audiences

When the pandemic meant you 
couldn’t come to us, we had to 
come to you. This meant three 
things - building a digital stage, 
streaming performances, live 
and on-demand, to you at home; 
moving all of our courses and 
classes online so that people 
could continue to make music; 
and finally making original 
digital content.

Richard Dawson

Kathryn Tickell

By the beginning of October, we were able to 
put on a short series of performances, (Sage 
Live 2020), which were live streamed with 
a socially distanced audience and then as 
restrictions tightened again, live streamed only. 

Our digital stage meant that people could enjoy 
Sage Gateshead performances from as far away 
as New Zealand. In our live streaming series 
we reached an audience of 264,000. Alongside 
Royal Northern Sinfonia we presented 30 
regional artists in a diverse range of music 
genres, creating employment as well as 
reaching a wide audience.  

To complement our livestream series, we 
created original digital content. As a creative 
digital response to the isolation of lockdown 
and the restrictions on in-person group singing, 
Ralph Vaughan Williams’s Fantasia on a Theme 
by Thomas Tallis was reimagined for voices by 
RNS Chorus Director Timothy Burke as The 
World How Wide, a 16 minute film. This digital 
project featured over 130 singers from the 
Chorus of Royal Northern Sinfonia, and Sage 
Gateshead’s young singers Quay Voices, The 
World How Wide Community Choir and a string 
quartet from Royal Northern Sinfonia.

The World How Wide achieved over 120,000 
YouTube views in its first week and went on to 
win a 2021 Royal Philharmonic Society Award 
and the Arts Council Award at the 2021 Journal 
Culture Awards.

Yazz Ahmed, Sage Live 2020

For Audiences

https://sagegateshead.com/read-watch-listen/the-world-how-wide/
https://sagegateshead.com/read-watch-listen/the-world-how-wide/
https://sagegateshead.com/read-watch-listen/the-world-how-wide/
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Sam Fender

Sage Gateshead’s digital Christmas Cracker concert 
featured North Shields-born singer-songwriter 
Sam Fender, who joined forces with Royal Northern 
Sinfonia and Newcastle-based alt-pop musician 
Martha Hill, accompanied by jazz pianist and 
composer Paul Edis. 

The Christmas Cracker included performances from 
award-winning Teesside folk trio The Young’uns, as 
well as nationally renowned Voices of Virtue Gospel 
Choir and the Chorus of Royal Northern Sinfonia. 

Younger members of our 
audience enjoyed a special 
Mini Christmas Cracker: 
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt.

The Young’uns

Royal Northern Sinfonia

Martha Hill

For Audiences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=wxbYH8vO-QA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=wxbYH8vO-QA
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Royal Northern Sinfonia, Sage Live 2020

Royal 
Northern 
Sinfonia: 
serving the region 
in a time of crisis

Clarence Adoo MBE, RNS Moves

Then, RNS featured on our Digital Stage, with 
eight livestreamed concerts focusing on chamber 
orchestra repertoire and socially distanced 
arrangements of major orchestral works, alongside 
works by diverse composers, directed by a diverse 
range of conductors.  

RNS Moves, our inclusive ensemble of disabled 
and non-disabled musicians, also appeared in the 
series marking a first return to performance for the 
disabled musicians involved, many of whom had 

Our aim for Royal Northern Sinfonia was 
to secure the orchestra’s survival, to 
find new ways to serve communities at 
a time of crisis, and to look to the future 
for classical music.

Gradually, we built a programme for the 
orchestra that balanced use of furlough with 
being active and serving communities.  First 
of all, Royal Northern Sinfonia musicians made 
phone calls to RNS supporters to keep in touch 
during lockdown, and produced a series of 
short films and social media content sharing 
their musical stories.

In August, two outdoor RNS concerts were held 
for community audiences in West Newcastle 
under strict social distancing guidelines. 
The concerts were the first time RNS played 
together, or for an audience, since the building 
closed in March 2020.

RNS led on major new digital 
content outlined above – 
The World How Wide and 
Sage Gateshead’s Christmas 
Cracker and continued to 
make short films creating 
access to music for audiences 
during lockdown.  

Over 100 Classical performances 
in Sage Gateshead and across the 
region, were cancelled along with 
an international tour to Beijing, 
Seoul and Tokyo.

The World How Wide

For Audiences
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Dinis Sousa 

RNS leader-emeritus Bradley Creswick 
was made an MBE in the 2021 New Year 
Honours and looking to the future the 
orchestra announced the appointment 
of young Portuguese conductor Dinis 
Sousa as the new Principal Conductor of 
Royal Northern Sinfonia in March 2021. 
This signalled a new era and an intention 
of Royal Northern Sinfonia to return with 
artistic ambition and at the service of its 
communities across the North. 

Royal Northern Sinfonia Outdoor Performance

12 For Audiences
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For 
Artists

We continued to support emerging 
artists across genres. Our Sage Sessions 
performance series moved to our digital 
stage, where we commissioned solo 
performances filmed in unusual locations 
around Sage Gateshead, showing our building 
and artists in a new light while people were 
unable to visit in person. 
 
Virtual Summer Studios involved 31 musicians. 
Three-quarters of artists were facing socio-
economic challenges and received bursaries 
supporting them to take part and continue 
developing their practice afterwards. 

For many freelance musicians, 
their work and the way they 
earned a living stopped 
overnight. One of our top 
priorities was to support 
musicians as much as we could 
within the constraints of heavy 
restrictions.

Supporting Musicians
We welcomed four new Artists in Residence 
from diverse backgrounds to join Sage 
Gateshead for a year and develop their artistic 
practice with our support. Online performances 
from Artists in Residence including Ruth 
Patterson, Paul Edis and Geoff Kirkwood 
reached an estimated 9,250 people. Feedback 
from the artists confirms Sage Gateshead’s 
impact: 

It has completely 
changed the trajectory of 
my career and supported 

me to pivot into a new 
exciting practice. 

- Geoff Kirkwood

Paul Edis, Artist in Residence

Ruth Patterson, Artist in Residence

Benjamin Fitzgerald, Summer Studios

“Summer studios has 
been like nothing else…. 

the environment that 
Sage Gateshead creates 

is nurturing, challenging 
and exciting.”

- Summer Studios Participant

15For Artists
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Supporting young 
people to develop 
as musicians
We work with over 5,000 young people aged 4 – 25 every week in regular 
sessions in our building and across the region. Each year, a further 30,000 people 
participate in our work through schools and Arts Award activity. As all of this 
stopped overnight, we immediately sought to maintain our weekly provision as 
effectively as we could online. 

Our Young Musicians 
Programme is open for 
all children and young 
people aged 4 to 19 who 
are interested in music 
and want to learn. 

In 2019/20, 
before the onset 
of the pandemic, 
we supported 
295 young people 
to reach their 
musical goals. 

Moreover, our three-year focus 
on increasing the diversity 
of young people who take 
part in our programmes has 
led to a 57% increase in 
applicants from children and 
young people from socio-
economically challenged 
backgrounds.   

We ran 69 Music Spark music 
sessions for 15 young people 
with special educational 
needs and/or disabilities, 
co-led by four graduates of 
the programme employed by 
Sage Gateshead as Support 
Musicians. 

Despite lockdown
restrictions, we were 
able to run 236 sessions 
online, totalling almost 
7,800 individual 
lessons. Eight online 
performances were 
joined by over 12,600 
viewers. 

54 Loud and Clear sessions 
supported 46 adoptive 
and foster families to bond 
through music making. 
There were 20 Turn Up The 
Quiet workshops for musicians 
who identify as women and 
non-binary and four early years 
digital sessions, which were 
viewed online by 9,300 
people.

Musical Inclusion Training 
activities for Music Leaders 
and Teachers in the North East 
were paused until November 
2020, when online training 
for schools re-started in 
collaboration with regional 
Music Education Hubs. 
We live streamed our MC2 
mini conferences to 112 
delegates in two events, one 
in January with a focus on 
inclusive online music making, 
and one in March with a focus 
on youth voice.

Our schools programme, which 
usually includes large numbers 

of children and young people 
visiting and experiencing live 
concerts at Sage Gateshead 
was, unsurprisingly, severely 
curtailed by the pandemic. We 
had to completely reconfigure 
what we do. 

We distributed a digital Big 
Sing for Mini Singers resource 
pack to schools, Music 
Education Hubs, Culture 
Bridge North East and families. 
We also shared three videos 
that supported teachers and 

parents/carers to use the 
resource which was viewed 
around 15,000 times.

In March 2021, we recruited 
a group of 30 young people 
aged 16-25 from across the 
North East to form our Young 
Programmers group. The 
group makes sure young 
voices are at the heart of Sage 
Gateshead, working with us to 
develop our programmes and 
make sure they are relevant for 
young people.

For Artists
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For the 
North
We serve communities from the Scottish Borders down to North 
Yorkshire and from the West Coast across to Sunderland from 
our iconic building on the banks of the Tyne. 

Our weekly Make Music programme has three 
streams: classes and workshops for under-
fives and their families; sessions for people 
over the age of 50; and classes for adults.  
 
As well as gradually shifting this timetabled 
activity online, we developed a new virtual 
tuition package, VirTuition, so that people could 
learn online at their own pace and when it 
suited them.  

Beyond our building, our Well Tuned Gateshead 
programme supported older people at risk 

of loneliness and isolation with 24 free, online 
music sessions over the summer in partnership 
with Age UK Gateshead and Gateshead Older 
People’s Assembly. There were over 2,440 
attendances over the six weeks.  
 
We were acutely aware that not everybody can 
access the internet. For families in Gateshead 
who could not get online, we made music 
packs and song bags, which included small 
musical instruments, and which were distributed 
by Gateshead Citizens Advice Bureau.

Over 2,000 people came into our 
building each week for a course or 
class and thousands more participated 
in one-off projects across the region 
and in our building.

Serving our 
communities

Maintaining and 
investing in our 
iconic building

We worked hard to maintain our world-class 
building during a long period of closure and 
knew, despite huge financial challenges, that 
we would also need to find ways to invest in it 
so that it could adapt and keep up with how 
we are now working.  

Fortunately we were in the middle of a capital 
project as the pandemic begun, We were able, 
once restrictions lifted, to continue with our 
capital programme to ensure that our building 
and organisation will be able to adapt in the 
strongest way to the new world in which we 
are operating. During 2020/21 we completed 
the renovation of the railway arches behind the 
main building; we refreshed our Concourse 
and café, bars and box office; and a new tannoy 
system was installed.  

We invested in making our halls, bars and 
Concourse Covid-secure in line with official and 

specialist guidance. Staff were trained, and new 
signage and hand-sanitising stations were put in 
place. 

Digital screens, visible from both inside 
the building and from the Tyne Bridge and 
Newcastle Quayside added a new dimension to 
our engagement with audiences. 
 
Thanks to a major grant from the Garfield 
Weston Foundation we have been able to invest 
in digital infrastructure to support streaming and 
online classes and to plan for a new ‘hybrid’ way 
of doing things once live activity could resume. 

For The North
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Shaping the 
future together

We spoke in detail with people who 
were frequent attenders at Sage 
Gateshead and people who had never 
been. We spoke with young people and 
we listened to artists. 

• We heard loud and clear that music is 
important for health and wellbeing. 

 
• That live music is irreplaceable for many 

people.  

• Sage Gateshead is a place for creating 
special moments and memories.  

• The next generation of artists should be 
supported. 

The pandemic made us want to think about what we prioritise next and to do so 
in conversation with our communities. We started a series of conversations with 
people across the North East to help us better understand people’s needs and 
place live music at the heart of our region’s recovery. 

• The North East should be a region where 
there is equality of opportunity – where 
people can start out and progress.  

• Where creativity is part of our DNA.  

• Where distinctive musical identities in 
different genres can continue to develop.

These conversations have brought our 
audiences into the heart of our thinking so that 
we can make our part in our region’s social and 
economic recovery as fair and sustainable as 
it can possibly be. We are hugely grateful to 
everyone who has shared their experiences, 
memories and hopes with us and helped shape 
our charity’s musical future. Read about our 
findings here.

What does music mean to you? 

“It means happiness” 

“It makes a bad day good and a good day even better”

“It inspires, it soothes, it challenges, it comforts”

What is your hope for music 
in the North East in 2021?

“To be able to experience once again those moments you get 
from being at a live show with like-minded people and be 
part of that energy.”

“To have live music again. To play with others in public 
places and see musicians on stage again.”

“That it comes back live, bigger and better than ever before.” 

Holly Clarke, Artist in Residence

21For The North

https://sagegateshead.com/how-audiences-see-the-future-of-live-music-in-the-north-east/
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For the 
long term

Sage Gateshead remains committed to 
leading on environmental responsibility 
and took the opportunity given by 
the closure of our building and the 
cessation of touring to plan for the 
future.  

Sage Gateshead is a founder member of the 
Gateshead District Energy Scheme which 
powers our building with low-carbon energy. 

We remain committed to leading on 
environmental responsibility and took the 
opportunity given by the closure of our building 
and a pause in touring to plan for the future.  

This planning work will allow us to continually 
improve our environmental performance 
in future years, and to focus our activity on 
our programme, our operations and our 
communications. We will look beyond how we 
operate our building, to how we can positively 
contribute to a better environment for our local, 
regional and global neighbours, and how we 
can bring environmental responsibility into the 
heart of our work. 

An environmentally 
responsible future

In a short-term world, 
we try to take the long 

view. In particular 
we want everything 

we do to be inclusive 
and for our actions to 

be environmentally 
responsible.

For the Long Term
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In Harmony Newcastle Gateshead is an 
immersive orchestral programme based 
in two primary schools in the West End 
of Newcastle where 50% of children 
receive free school meals. 

Over 600 children learn music in school 
and play in ensembles and over 400 
children have their own orchestral 
instrument. Arts Council England 
research published in September 2020 
found that In Harmony improves the life 
chances of children and young people, 
by increasing confidence, wellbeing and 
resilience.

In Harmony musicians play all kinds of 
music, from film scores, to pop music, 
folk and classical pieces. Music has 
become part of everyday life at the 
schools, which now have 12 ensembles, 
including two symphony orchestras. 

An inclusive 
future: 
In Harmony
Newcastle 
Gateshead

- Brody, aged 7

“Pupils grow in confidence during their 
time in school, acquiring an assured and 

resilient approach to learning. This is 
due in no small part to the personal and 
life skills they acquire through music, 
which have ramifications for learning 
across the curriculum and their all-

round development as young people.” 
- Ofsted 2019, Hawthorn Primary School

633 children took part 
in In Harmony Newcastle 
Gateshead in 2020/21. 
The first national lockdown meant that face-
to-face teaching had to stop between March 
and August 2020, but keeping In Harmony 
running was a key priority for us and we were 
able to support 86 young people to take their 
instruments home.  

We led 47 online sessions 
and when we were able to 
return in person, we led 
173 sessions in school.
The children between them earned an 
amazing 90 Arts Awards. Young people can 
achieve an Arts Award through any arts, media 
or cultural activity, developing knowledge and 
understanding of their chosen art forms.

“I picked the violin because 
I liked listening to higher 
sounds. I felt really great when 
I got to play the violin because 
I got to learn a new instrument. 
One day, I’d like to record my 
own songs and be in a band. 
Maybe become a rock star like 
Ozzy Osbourne!” 

For the Long Term

https://sagegateshead.com/get-involved/children-young-people/in-harmony-newcastle-gateshead/life-changing-stories/
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Looking 
ahead
The steps we took to shore up our finances, and the 
generosity of funders including donors to our Crisis, 
Recovery and Renaissance campaign have helped 
stabilise our charity. We are not out of the woods by 
any means, and our situation will remain difficult for 
the foreseeable future, but we believe that with your 
help and support we are in as strong a position as 
we could expect to be. It is striking that in 2019/20 
earned income made up 60% of our income and 
philanthropy 30%; in 2020-21 earned income is just 
8% and 72% is from philanthropy. 

We hope and expect to be firmly in recovery by our 
20th anniversary in 2024 when we will have been 
serving our region for a generation. By that time, We 
will have a new neighbour, a conference and arena 
complex which we now know will be called The 
Sage.  

We welcome this investment in our region and in 
our quayside and it gives us an exciting opportunity 
to develop a new name for Sage Gateshead as we 
approach that landmark anniversary. Our identity 
– our steadfast commitment to international 
excellence and inclusion – won’t change. A new 
name will reflect our bold plans across our work in 
music, technology and with young people. 

Since the end of the financial year 
this Annual Review focuses on, 
2020/21, we have been working 
towards a sustainable future for 
Sage Gateshead and the North East.  

We were delighted to welcome 
live audiences back into 
the building in June for the 
conclusion of our classical 
and contemporary season 
entitled New Beginnings once 
government restrictions allowed. 

The season included Sunderland 
bands The Futureheads and 
Smoove & Turrell and closed with 
Dinis Sousa’s first appearance 
in front of an audience since 
his announcement as Principal 
Conductor Designate. At the same 
concert Maria Włoszczowska 
joined RNS as Leader in 
succession to Bradley Creswick 
MBE.

Over the summer RNS ran a 
fast-track recruitment campaign 
designed to bring fresh orchestral 
talent to the region and to provide 
opportunities for freelance 
musicians who had been left 
without work by the pandemic. 

During August, RNS and Chorus of 
RNS gave a series of free, outdoor 
performances in parks and other 
public spaces in South Shields, 
Gateshead, Newcastle, North 
Shields and Whitley Bay. 

Maria Włoszczowska

Martha Hill

Royal Northern Sinfonia

Dinis Sousa

In August we announced Martha Hill, 
Beccy Owen, Hannabiell Sanders 
and Sågaboi as Artists in Residence 
who will have will have access to funding, 
investment in a creative project of their 
choosing, a residential retreat, rehearsal 
space, one-to- one advice and support, 
and a concert at Sage Gateshead or virtual 
event to showcase their project at the end 
of the residency. 

For the Long Term

https://sagegateshead.com/royal-northern-sinfonia/orchestra/people/strings/royal-northern-sinfonia-maria-wloszczowska/
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In September, our Make Music classes 
returned to the building with many 
classes sold out.  

We celebrated the 50th Anniversary of John 
Lennon and Yoko Ono’s Imagine song, album 
and film with a screening of the film and a 
simultaneous Twitter Listening Party, which 
reached 11.6 million people worldwide. The 
next day we presented John Grant in Sage 
One, our first contemporary show with a full 
audience following the pandemic.  

We work closely with the North East of 
England Chamber of Commerce to support 
the economy and communities of our region. 
On Sage Gateshead’s initiative, the Chamber 
arranged a trade visit by a delegation from 
the Portuguese Embassy which included the 
Ambassador to coincide with Dinis Sousa’s first 
concert in post as RNS Principal Conductor.  

In October, RNS returned to Kendal and 
in December took part in the opening 
weekend of Sunderland’s new music 
venue, the Fire Station.

RNS Moves, our ensemble 
which brings together 
musicians with and without 
disabilities returned to Sage 
Two in October and will 
perform in Sage One this 
March, including a piece 
commissioned from Joe Cutler. 

The capital works continued 
and we can now more quickly 
remove the stalls seating 
from Sage One to allow 
for seats-out gigs with the 
audience standing or, for 
some performances, seated 
on beanbags. We held our 
first ‘seats out’ concert in 
November.

The People’s Requiem

RNS Moves

The People’s Requiem
On 28 November, RNS and 
Chorus of RNS were joined by 

over 250 singers 
and orchestral 
musicians 
from across the North East 
for a performance of the Verdi 
Requiem in memory of those 
who lost their lives during 
the pandemic. The People’s 
Requiem was a unique project 
designed to been as inclusive 
as possible with chorus places 
reserved for singers who do 
not read music and have learnt 
their parts by ear.

The music films can be seen 
on our website and on BBC 
iPlayer. Three of the songs 
have been played on BBC6 
music by Mary Anne Hobbs 
and Cerys Matthews. Our 
Director of Contemporary 
Music, Wendy Smith, explains 
more here.  

We signed up to 
Music Declares 
Emergency and 
to coincide with 
COP26, in association 
with the BBC, we 
commissioned four 
international artists, 
Anohni and Yoko Ono, 
John Grant, Moor 
Mother and Tune-
Yards to produce 
new work reflecting 
on their experience 
of the pandemic and 
climate crisis.

John Grant

Variations

Anohni and Yoko Ono

For the Long Term

https://sagegateshead.com/get-involved/make-music/
https://www.neechamber.co.uk/portuguese-ambassador-visit-forges-links-with-north-east-businesses/
https://www.lakelandsinfonia.org.uk/audience-gets-spellbound-by-rns/
https://sunderlandculture.org.uk/events/royal-northern-sinfonia/
https://sagegateshead.com/royal-northern-sinfonia/orchestra/rns-moves/
https://sagegateshead.com/the-peoples-requiem/
https://sagegateshead.com/the-peoples-requiem/
https://sagegateshead.com/variations/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p0b0fhyc/bbc-arts-variations-1-i-love-you-earth
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p0b0fhyc/bbc-arts-variations-1-i-love-you-earth
https://sagegateshead.com/read-watch-listen/wendys-variations-blog/
https://musicdeclares.net/
https://musicdeclares.net/
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